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Veritas Cluster Server setup
for VMware vSphere
This chapter includes the following topics:
■

VCS cluster on a single ESX host

■

VCS cluster across ESX hosts

■

VCS cluster between physical and virtual machines

■

Disaster recovery setups with clustering configurations

■

Supported vSphere versions and guest operating systems

■

Feature compatibility matrix for various shared storage configurations

■

Configuring VCS cluster within a single ESX host

■

Configuring VCS cluster across ESX hosts

■

Configuring DR with VCS running in virtual machines

VCS cluster on a single ESX host
In this configuration, a VCS cluster runs on the same ESX host connected to a
local or remote storage. This configuration protects against failures at application
and operating system level but cannot protect against hardware failure. The VCS
cluster shares a private network for the private heartbeat.
See “Configuring VCS cluster within a single ESX host” on page 14.
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VCS cluster across ESX hosts
This configuration protects against both software and hardware failures. In this
configuration, the VCS nodes are distributed across two or more physical ESX
hosts. The shared storage can be on SAN or NFS, and SAN can be either iSCSI SAN
or FC SAN. The virtual machine on each ESX host runs the clustering software.
The virtual machines on each ESX host share a private network with each other
for the private heartbeat.
See “Configuring VCS cluster across ESX hosts” on page 15.

VCS cluster between physical and virtual machines
In this configuration, the failover node is a VM. You can set up a standby VCS
cluster node on a virtual machine for one or more VCS cluster nodes on a physical
system. Therefore, in case of a hardware failure on any one or all of the physical
systems, the standby VCS cluster node on the virtual machine can take over the
operations of the physical systems and vice versa. The shared storage in this
configuration must be based on RDM, with physical SCSI bus sharing.
Figure 1-1

VCS cluster between physical and virtual machines
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Disaster recovery setups with clustering
configurations
Some of the clustering configurations can be used as a disaster recovery (DR)
setup. One of the nodes must be configured as Primary site and the other as DR
site. Both sites must be in different geographical locations to isolate them from
suffering from the same environmental disaster. Thus, the clustering
configurations can provide seamless data access even in natural disasters such
as floods, hurricanes, earthquakes, and so on.

VCS GCO (global cluster option) between physical and virtual machines
for DR
In this configuration for DR, either the physical or the virtual machine can be
configured as the Primary site and the other as the DR site. Thus, in case of a
disaster, the Primary site fails over to the DR site to restore accessibility and
uninterrupted operations. VCS GCO can be configured between the physical VCS
cluster and the VCS cluster running in virtual machines.

VCS GCO between VCS clusters running in virtual machines
In this configuration for DR, VCS GCO is configured between two clusters running
in two different sites. In case of a disaster, the primary site fails over to the DR
site to restore accessibility and uninterrupted operations.
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VCS GCO between VCS clusters running in virtual machines with
array-based replication (For example: HTC)

Figure 1-2
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See “Configuring DR with VCS running in virtual machines” on page 16.

Supported vSphere versions and guest operating
systems
The following guest operating systems are supported:

Veritas Cluster Server setup for VMware vSphere
Feature compatibility matrix for various shared storage configurations

displays the supported VCS versions on different guest OS for the
specified vSphere versions (where * implies all flavors supported by
VCS)

Table 1-1

For vSphere 4.0

For vSphere4.1

For vSphere 5.0, 5.0u1

Linux* Windows* Solaris Linux* Windows* Solaris Linux* Windows* Solaris
(x86)
(x86)
(x86)
Supported 5.0
VCS
versions 5.1

5.1SP1

5.0

5.0

5.1SP1

5.0

5.1SP1AP1 5.1

5.1

5.1SP1AP1 5.1

6.0

6.0

6.0

Feature compatibility matrix for various shared
storage configurations
indicates which vSphere features are compatible with different
storage configurations

Table 1-2

VM storage Compatible vSphere features
configurations
VMotion
DRS
VMware HA *1

VMware
Snapshots

N

N

N*2

N

Physical and N
Virtual RDM
with FC SAN

N

Y

N

Physical and N
Virtual RDM
with iSCSI
SAN

N

Y

N

vmdk on
NFS

N

N

N

N

iSCSI inside Y
guest

Y

Y

Y*3

NFS inside Y
guest (using
Mount
agent)

Y

Y

Y*3

vmdk on
VMFS
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indicates which vSphere features are compatible with different
storage configurations (continued)

Table 1-2

VM storage Compatible vSphere features
configurations
VMotion
DRS
VMware HA *1
SnapDrive
(only
windows)

Y

Y

Y

VMware
Snapshots
Y*3

*1: Refer to appendix A, since certain settings are needed for the VMware HA to
work well with VCS-in-guest.
*2: In the event of a hardware failure, all the VMs may failover to another host,
but this method requires VMs to be on the same host.
*3: Taking snapshots is supported if VCS and all applications are fully stopped on
the virtual machine before taking the snapshot. Before reverting to the snapshot,
shutdown VCS and all applications on the virtual machines where the snapshot
is being reverted and then revert to the snapshot and then start VCS and the
applications. Ensure that no software updates related to VCS are applied post
taking the snapshot.

Configuring VCS cluster within a single ESX host
Perform the following steps to configure VCS cluster within a single ESX host with
all the virtual machines turned off:

1

2

Perform the following steps first on one node of the VCS cluster:
■

On vSphere Client, select Edit Settings for the first virtual machine in the
VCS cluster.

■

Click Add, select Hard Disk, and click Next.

■

Select Create a new virtual disk and then click Next.

■

Select a Datastore and click Next.

■

Select New virtual device node [for example: SCSI (1:0)] and then click
Next followed by Finish. Do not use SCSI 0.

■

After successfully adding the disk, open the Virtual Machine Properties
and set the SCSI Bus Sharing to Virtual.

Perform the following steps on each of the other nodes in the VCS cluster:
■

Select a virtual machine in the VCS cluster and select Edit Settings.
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■

Click Add, select Hard Disk and then click Next.

■

Select Use an existing virtual disk and click Next.

■

Browse to the location of the disk configured for the first node in this
procedure.

■

Select the same virtual device node [for example: SCSI (1:0)] set in the
previous step for the first virtual machine and then click Next followed
by Finish.

■

Set SCSI Bus Sharing to Virtual and click Ok.

Note: You will not be able to power on all the virtual machines using the
shared disk if SCSI Bus Sharing is not set to Virtual.

Configuring VCS cluster across ESX hosts
Follow this procedure to configure VCS cluster across ESX hosts, using physical
RDM for data disks. Make sure that all the virtual machines are powered off when
you perform this procedure.

1

2

Select any one node in the VCS cluster and perform the following steps:
■

On the vSphere client, select Edit settings on the first virtual machine in
the VCS cluster.

■

Click Add, select Hard Disk, and click Next.

■

Select Raw Device Mappings (RDM) and click Next.

■

Select one or more LUNs to be shared across all the VCS nodes and then
click Next.

■

Select a Datastore and then click Next.

■

Set the Compatibility mode to Physical and then click Next.

■

Select a new virtual device node and click Next followed by Finish. [For
example: select SCSI(1:0)] Do not use SCSI 0.

■

After successfully adding the disk, open the Virtual Machine Properties
and set SCSI Bus Sharing to Physical.

Perform the following steps on the remaining nodes of the VCS cluster:
■

Select the virtual machine in the VCS cluster and select Edit Settings.

■

Click Add, select Hard Disk, and then click Next.
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■

Select Use an existing virtual disk and click Next.

■

Navigate to the location of the disk configured in the previous step.

■

Set the Compatibility mode as Physical and click Next.

■

Select the same Virtual device node selected for the first virtual machine
[for example SCSI(1:0)] and then click Next, followed by Finish.

■

Set SCSI bus sharing to Physical and then click Ok.

Note: You will not be able to power on the virtual machines using the shared
disk if the SCSI Bus Sharing is not set to Physical.

Configuring DR with VCS running in virtual machines
This configuration is supported for both physical and virtual RDMs. However,
physical RDM must be configured if a site consists of physical machines.
Perform the following steps to configure DR with VCS running in virtual machines:

1

Configure VCS cluster in the virtual machines running on the primary site.

2

Configure VCS cluster in the virtual machines running on the secondary site.

3

Configure VCS GCO between the primary and secondary VCS clusters.

4

Attach the primary data LUN(s) and command device as RDM to the virtual
machines on the primary site.

5

Attach the secondary data LUN(s) and command device as RDM to the virtual
machines in the secondary site.

6

Configure replication between the data LUNs on the primary and secondary
sites (For example Hitachi TrueCopy).

7

Configure a service group containing a replication agent resource (for example:
HTC Agent) on the primary and secondary sites. Then configure the service
group to be a global service group.
Both the service groups must have the same name.

8

Test switchover and switchback across primary and secondary sites.
Note: VMotion is supported only if VCS cluster on a site consists of a single
node.

Appendix

A

Coexistence of VMware HA
with VCS in guest
This appendix includes the following topics:
■

Motivation

■

Settings

■

Recommendations

■

Availability levels

Motivation
VMware HA is a VMware solution for high-availability of virtual machines to
protect against host failures, hardware failures, OS crashes, etc.
VCS-in-guest in VMware environments provides high-availability of applications
inside guest by providing protection from host failures, hardware failures, OS
crashes and also application failures at software layer (for example, in cases of
application hang, file-level corruptions at OS level that cannot be resolved with
reboot).
By using VMware HA in conjunction with VCS-in-guest, when a host fails, standy
VCS-nodes running on that host are automatically restarted by VMware HA on a
new host without the need for user-intervention.
See “Availability levels” on page 20.
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Settings
Since VMware HA and VCS-in-guest work with different timers, there are certain
settings that you must enforce to make sure they work well together.
The following are the settings that you need to ensure the two HA solutions work
together.
■

To avoid the VCS-in-guest cluster seeing nodes from restarting and rejoining
as a result of VMware HA actions, before VCS can detect the failure, and to
compensate for timer drifts between VCS-in-guest and VMware HA, add a
delay of 10*peerinact in LLT startup script in each virtual machine.
■

Edit the LLT startup script in unix environment.
Example:
/etc/init.d/llt on linux.
#
# start (load kernel module and configure) LLT.
# if either (or both) already done, do not do anything.
#
start()
{
sleeep 160; #delay LLT startup so that the fault is detected
by the other VCS nodes.
# Check to see if this script is allowed to start llt
if ["$LLT_START"!=1]; then
exit 2
fi

■

Follow these steps in Windows environment
■

Step 1: Change the VCS services to “manual” start by running the
following commands on command line:
sc config llt start= demand
sc config gab start= demand
sc config VCSComm start= demand
sc config had start= demand

■

Step 2: Create a batch file. Put the following in a batch file named
startVCSwithDelay.bat and store it in cluster %VCS_HOME%\bin –
@echo off
set delaytime=160
set LOGFILE=%VCS_HOME%\log\startVCSwithDelay.log

Coexistence of VMware HA with VCS in guest
Recommendations

echo "--------------------------------------------" >
"%LOGFILE%"
date /T >> "%LOGFILE%"
hostname >> "%LOGFILE%"
time /T >> "%LOGFILE%
echo "Startup delay %delaytime% seconds" >> "%LOGFILE%"
ping localhost -n %delaytime% > nul
time /T >> "%LOGFILE%"
echo "Starting VCS services" >> "%LOGFILE%"
hastart >> "%LOGFILE%"
:wait_for_svcs
hasys -state >> "%LOGFILE%"
if %errorlevel% == 0 ( goto started )
echo "-------------------" >> "%LOGFILE%"
time /T >> "%LOGFILE%"
ping localhost -n 1 > nul
goto wait_for_svcs
:started
time /T >> "%LOGFILE%"
echo "Done" >> "%LOGFILE%"
■

■

Step 3: Create a scheduled task with the previously created batch file.
The task should trigger on system startup and it should run under
“system” account.
In Windows 2008: All Programs -> Administrative Tools -> Task
Scheduler - > Create Basic task
In Windows 2003: All Programs -> Control Panel -> Scheduled Tasks> the Scheduled Task

VM Monitoring must be turned off for all nodes in “VCS-in-guest” cluster.

Recommendations
1.

Create anti-affinity rules between all nodes in a VCS-in-guest cluster,
configured as a part of “VCS cluster across ESX Hosts”. This rule ensures that
in general two VMs belong to a single VCS-in-guest cluster do not end up on
the same host. If multiple VMs of a single VCS-in-guest cluster run on the
same host, failure of that host affects multiple VCS nodes.

2.

Configure ‘management networks’ (service console networks) as the
VCS-in-guest LLT private networks and also always configure two private
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networks. VMware HA sends its heartbeats on management networks, so if
we use the same networks for VCS, the advantage is that user doesn’t need
to provide additional redundant networks for VCS-in-guest.
3.

Configure fencing on VCS-in-guest Unix clusters. This protects against data
corruption in case of network partitions.

4.

If fencing is not configured, set the host isolation response as Shut down or
Power off. If fencing is configured, set the host isolation response as Leave
Powered on.

Availability levels
1.

In certain situations , VMware HA with VCS-in-guest would yield higher
availability than standalone VCS-in-guest.
Example: Consider three ESX hosts H1-H3-H3 and two VMs N1-N2 in a
VCS-in-guest cluster. N1 is running on H1 and N2 is running on H2. N1 is
running the application. If H2 fails, then VMware HA restarts N2 on H3. Now
if H1 fails, application would failover to N2. In absence of VMware-HA this
would not be possible.

2.

In certain situations , VMware HA + VCS-in-guest would yield lesser
availability than standalone VCS-in-guest.
Example : Consider two ESX hosts H1-H2 and two VMs N1-N2 in a
VCS-in-guest cluster. N1 is running on H1 and N2 is running on H2. N1 is
running the app. If H2 fails, then VMware HA restarts N2 on H1. N1 and N2
end up on the same host.
Subsequently if H2 is back again and if H1 fails, both N1 and N2 fail and from
the point of view of VCS-in-guest cluster, it would be as if the entire cluster
rebooted.
Note: This would yield lesser availability than stand-alone VCS-in-guest
where when H2 is back again and N2 would have started on H2, thus allowing
the application to failover quickly to N2 when H1 fails.

The essence here is that ideally VMs of a VCS-in-guest cluster must distribute
themselves evenly across hosts, otherwise there is a possibility of losing
availability. It is difficult to enforce this through DRS because DRS triggers only
periodically, which leaves a window where VMs may not be distributed evenly.

